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A ConviPial Gathering at Flintridge, CA:

THE HE! LEVEL SYMPOSIUM
By Rachel &Miry Saavedra
The Flintridge Riding Club in Flintridge,
CA, hosted the second M I Level Symposium for PEI dressage judges, riders, and
trainers on March 13th and 14th. This year,
it was organized by Dec •Itiesrneyer, FEL
level competitor and show manager, along
with Michael and Paula Kierkegaard, Al ISA
judges and PEI level competitors, who organized the first F M Level Symposium in
Florida in 1989. The purpose of this Syn.
posium was to facilitate frank communication between riders, judges, and trainers
with the hope that we may create a more
unified theory and a higher standard of dressage in the United States.
The symposium %US well attended. On
the first day over 70 people gathered around
the clubhouse fireplace as it drizzled sporadically outside. The distinguished panel included orglmizer Michael Kierkegaard of
Pennsylvania, M ISA 'I' judge arid M I level
competitor, who acted as moderator for the
symposium as a whole. Michael and his wife
Paula put together the symposium agenda
and prepared a booklet of reading materials
and photos used as a jumping off point for
discussion. From his experience in last year's
heated symposium. Kierkegaard developed
some good methods of keeping this gathering on a conceptual level rather than a personal or political one.
Professor Alfred Knopthart of Vienna,
Austria, brought to the panel his perspective
as a European F E I j u d g e as well as a
trainer steeped in the tradition of the Spanish Riding School Knoplhan is a professor
of equine physiology at the University of
Vienna veterinary school and chief of judges
for the Austrian Equestrian Federation. His
depth o f knowledge and his concise and
modest delivery enabled him to express
somewhat controversial views and provoke
thoughtful discussion rather than chaotic argument.

Gcrhard PoliLz, Getman Relildwer FN, is
an international competitor and trainer who
has competed successfully at the Grand Prix
level both in Germany and now in the Unit-
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ed States. He trained many young professionals in the German national apprenticeship program to successfulty complete their
Bereiter and Reillehrer exams. Now living in
Southern California, Politz is indoctrinating
Americans in the system of training that
German professionals receive. Politz is now
closely involved in establishing the format
and high standard for the USDF instructor
certification which should begin soon.
Throughout the symposium, Politz's contributions reminded participating trainers
that it is their duty to adhere to a well conceived system to bring themselves and also
their students to a higher standard.
Kierkegaard began the symposium by
presenting two videos, one of World Champion figure skater Brian Boitano and the
other of a young skater (his daughter) who
showed athleticism, talent, and charm. The
question, said Kierkegaard, was how does
one get from talent and charm to technical
virtuosity, harmony, and art. Kierkcgaard
chose to begin with skating videos because
of course he is a proud father, but also because we could distance ourselves from
dressage and focus on some concepts important in our own athletic/artistic endeavors.
Boitano took our breath away! Before
achieving such harmony and freedom, he
had to develop strength, control, and meticulous technique. In the symposium, we
tried to discover what it will take for our
country, with talent and drive, to become
world champions in the sport of dressage.
Our lack of familiarity with skating allowed us to look at the overall picture, something we all must try to do when evaluating
dressage, even though understanding details
tempts us to miss the forest for the trees.
As the morning discussion was getting
under way, Mr. Kierkegaard asked Victor
Hugo-Vidal to read some of the definitions
In the M I rule book in his famous resonant
voice. With these definitions fresh in our
minds, we all then watched a video of Nicole
Uphoff on Rembrandt; they were doing the
Wended walk, piaffe, and passage portion
of the Grand Prix test at the 1989 European
Championships, in which she placed first and

received a score of 1483 (7234%).
The lively discussion that followed took
many twists and turns as paniciNnts compared Rembrandfs performance to the definitions. Kierkegaard chose Uphoffs ride
for this discussion because her success remains a controversial topic in Germany as
well as internationally. 13erkegaard elicited
participant scoring, which resulted in mostly
4's and 5's from those who offered scores_
All agreed that the pialle did not show
marked lowering of the haunches and that
neither piaffe nor passage showed the degree of elevation suggested by the definition.
The extended walk got 4's and 5's because it
did not show an overstep as required by
de tin it ion
Mary Grace Davidson then suggested
that some aspects of the definitions should
be seen as ideal (a 10) rather than being
criteria for a sufficient movement (a 5),
commenting that the wouldn't want to ride
for a judge who required every aspect of the
plaffe definition to the nth degree to award
a mere 5!
Politz pointed out that although the
horse's front and rear hooves didn't reach
mid-cannon bone arid fetlock joint, respectively, the horse showed tremendous bounce
in both piaffe and passage, and there %ZS a
wonderful regularity throughout.
Kierkegaard persuaded Prof. Knopthart
to discuss the performance. Knopfhart began with an anecdote from his judges train •
ing program in Austria:
"I assembled all the trainee judges to
show them a video of a part of a dressage
test. I asked them to watch it very carefully.
They watched it carefully several times 50
that they could answer questions. I asked
them then, what was good about the performance. They could think of nothing to say!
They had watched very carefully to be sure
that they did not miss any mistakes
"When judging a performance I look first
at what is good about it. For the walk," he
emphasized, longer is not necessarily better. The walk is based on natural ability.
Unlike trot and canter, the walk cannot be
appreciably developed beyond what is natu-

rally there, but onc must see that the purity
of the walk has not been kist. Reinbrandt's
walk is four-beat, very regular, and energetic, and so deserves a positive mark
though not a gcncrous one." Knopthart and
Kierkegaard agreed that Rentlirandes walk
VMSnot as hurried at the European Championships as it appears in videos from the
Seoul Olympics.
After careful consideration, Knopfhart
said that based on what was shown in the
side°, he would give Rembrandi's p l a t a 5,
his passage a 6, and his transitions a 7.
Knopfhan explained that if a passage has
purity, regularity, and bounce (suspension)
and only lacks elevation, it deserves a positive mark of no less than a 6. If the pialfe
lacks sufficient elevation of the feet and lowering of the haunches but nothing else, it
deserves a 5. It the transition is smooth and
clear and maintains perfect rhythm, the
transition between a 6 and a 5 may still merit
a7_ "A9," he reminded us, "is not the highest possible mark! A 7 still leaves three
marks for improvement."
It is arguable that a transition from a 6
passage into a 5 plage should not in principle
receive a mark higher than the higher or
perhaps even the lower mark for the two
gaits, but no one challenged Knopf-hart on
this issue. Kierkegaard did express concern
that judges were apt to give too high a score
for peak and passage with little elevation of
the steps or to pialle with little lowering of
the haunches. If judges are too lenient, they
may allow classical dressage movements to
become lost or ultimately mdefinable.
Participants remarked on the horse being behind the vertical. Knoplhan said that
this can be a direct result of a well suppled
poll and not a faulty contact. "Behind the
vertical," he said. "is not the same as behind
the bit."
Halliann Friedlacoder echoed this sentiment at the dinner discussion later that
evening saying that he saw a tendency for
less experienced judges to be hypercritical
and very absolute in judging as if to prove
that they did not miss anything. More experienced judges, he observed, recognize
the difficulty and reward correct qualities.
All present seemed to agree with Mr.
Friedlander when he said that all F E I
judges should have experience riding to the
Flit levels to appreciate the difficulty. Michael Kierkegaard agreed wholeheartedly,
but he said that there arc some excellent 'R'
judges who in his opinion should be elevated
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to T status, but who for lack of a competition horse or the time to actively compete
arc unable to meet the competition requirement for the 'I' status.
Kierkegaard then said that he thought all
M I competitors should judge, at least at
schooling thaws, to fully appreciate what is
required of a judge. H e pointed out, for
instance, that the judge has to produce eight
scores within about 6 0 seconds for the
Grand Prix pialte/pas-sage section—a Video
of which the symposium discussed for over
an hour. The judgc has to see the good and
the bad and prioritize them in order to arrive
at a score, all within seconds and without
missing the next movement. This is a tall
order, to say the lease If the scribe kxce.s his
place or something gets missed, the result
can be chaos. As a practical answer to the
logistical problems of judging, Kierkegaard
suggested an audio tape for a judge's scores
and comments so that the judge can concentrate more fully on the horse and rider
before him.
At this point, the discussion turned to the
collective marks. Most interesting to me
were Professor Knopthares suggestions for
changing the French and English translation
and order of components of the first collective mark, "paces," to better match the German national tests. Knopthart feels that the
order o f the COMIXVICrilS within a mark
should reflect the order of their consideration by the judge and of their importance in
a dressage test. Although Knopfhart didn't
say so explicitly, I gleaned from his talk that
the ceder of importance in judging these
components in a test should reflect the correct order of emphasis in the training and
development of the dressage horse.
Knoplhart suggested that Reinheit der
GOnge, the first collective mark in the German national tests, translates more precisely
as purity of the gaits and refers to the correct
sequence of footfaits. This is appropriately
placed first, he explained, as it is of primary
importance in a test and in a horse's training.
Ha gait does not show the correct sequence
of footfalls, funher consideration of the gait
is superfluous. An impure gait cannot merit
a positive mark; it should not be scored higher than a 4. Training should focus on correcting the gaits until purity is achieved.
If a gait is pure, next to consider, says
Knoplhart, is not the freedom, but the regularity of the gait. Regularity refers to several
things: evenness astride length and elevation, evenness of tempo, and correctness of
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tempo. If the overall tempo of a gait is too
fast or too stow, it should be noted here, not
under impulsion. The walk in particular, said
Knopthart, is often seen at much too slow a
tempo. The walk should be at 100 to 110
beats per minute, and not, as Politz put it
"like a funeral march."
Only if the gait exhibits the correct sequence of footfalls and regularity, continued
Knopthart, should the judge consider the
freedom or expressiveness_ The wisdom of
this order was even clearer when Professor
Knopfhan asked us to imagine a perfectly
regular pace-like walk showing great length
of stride, a phenomenon which is possible. It
would be absurd to give such a walk credit
for its length of stride when it is fundamentally insufficient I f one did, such a walk
might receive a better score than a fourbeat, regular, and energetic walk which does
not show much overstride, the Rembrandt
tape we have just seen being a perfect example of the latter. As there arc three gaits,
Knopthart pointed out, they should he considered separately and averaged.
Knoplbart said that the third collective
mark, impulsion, refers to the transformation of driving power into carrying power. In
essence, impulsion is the means of true collection. It is brought to test in the canter
pirouettes and ultimately in the transition
from oa.ssage to piaffe.
Knopthart is opposed to the proposal to
drop the coefficient of 2 for the fourth collective. The position of the rider and the
correctness and effectiveness of his aids, says
Knoplhart, almost need two separate marks.
Often a rider with a very elegant and correct
position (an 8) is not at all effective (a 4) and
the resulting averaged mark is 6_ Later,
when watching the demonstration riders we
saw that a rider who has deviated from the
correct position may prevent the horse from
responding correctly to the aids. Often, re.
turning a rider to a correct position alleviates
the horse's confusion and resistance to the
aids. Whatever the relationship between the
two components, Knop (hart feels they are of
great importance and the mark should retain a coefficient of 2.
The dressage rider requires a classical
position in order to be effective as well as
elegant. In classical ballet, work at the barre
must be practiced daily, and for years, before
one can dance across the floor with grace
and apparent ease. A dressage rider's work
on the lunge can be Likened to a dancer's
work at the barre. It is instructive to note

that dancers continue to do their most basic
barre work daily throughout their careers..
Gerhard POlit7, early in the symposium,
was dubbed 'keeper of the seat." With Jill
Duxbury aboard, he gave a demonstration
on lunging a rider. They showed that without
aid from the person lunging and without
holding the reins, a rider can produce halfhalts and flowing downward transitions. This
is achieved by the closing of the thighs, supported by the firming of the lower back_ By
having the rider practice I N = aids on the
lunge, a trainer can help the rider develop
Feel and a truly effective, independent scat.
Politz suggested that even accomplished
riders should be lunged regularly. Good
trainers are often sent difficult horses. They
cannot help but be adversely affected by
riding tense and resistant horses, or even
unbalanced youngsters. Even for expert riders, regular lunging should be a part of a
"preventive maintenance" program.
The more conarmed one's position, Politz added, the better one may resist forces
acting to compromise that position_ He illustrated this with an inspiring video of Josef
Neckermann, at age 70, showing an elegantly correct position in a Grand Prix KU.
Politz also had a turn at translation, discussing some German terms for which we
have not found adequate English counterparts. Trainers, after all, need more than a
system. They need ways to articulate that
system to their students.
Durchassigkeit is frequently translated
as throughness or permeability. Those are
acceptable translations of the word, but the
concept and how it applies to training need
fun her discussion. Throughness is created
by correct transitions and half-halts wit hemphasis on the seat and leg aids_ When a horse
is through, movement permeates his whole
body. There is no place where he holds himself rigid. Impact with the ground feels negligible because the impact permeates the
horse's entire body. This is one great reason
why dressage should maximize the sound life
of the horse. Stress does not accumulate in
one area of tension arid create breakdown in
that area.
Throughness will make the entire horse
available to the rider. The increased activity
of the haunches is felt through the back and
forward into the hands. The effect of the
reins does not get blocked somewhere in the
front end, but controls the whole back, the
loin, and the haunches
Losgelassenheit is often translated as re-

tillOniOn, but this is insufficient as it also
refers to the willingness of the horse to respond to the rider's aids. When a horse is
"holding hack" or "sucking back," he is lacking Losgelariertheit. A horse exhibiting Loggelassenheit responds to the leg and back
aids by moving into the hand. He is in front
of the kg and seeking contact with the bit.
This is tested and encouraged by opening
the topline
Zilgel MIS der Hand Lawn Lassen, opening the lopline, isaldn to the bascule in jumping. It is not to be confused with riding on a
loose rein, literally translated, it means to
allow the rein to be chewed out of the hand.
The connection 'with the mouth must be
maintained. The horse should not change
his tempo or length of stride, but should
round and stretch his frame while maintaining balance. This is also referred to as "showing the Isom the way to the ground."
Politz emphasized that a relative degree
of set f-carriage can be achieved at each stage
of a horse's development_ When a horse is in
self-carriage, he isnot maintaining his frame
entirely by himself, but with the ongoing
support of the rider's seat and less, and is
light in the hand. Oberstreithen (see DRESSAGE it ( T, #39(203), November 1989,
pp. 22-26) will reveal the lightness, the lack
of reliance on the rider's hands for balance.
One must make a distinction between
relative Aufrichittn& relative elevation,
where the elevated self-carriage is a direct
result o f the horse's engagement o f the

haunches, and absolute Aufrichtling abs0lute elevation, in which the frame is incorrectly created vials the rider's hands.
On the second day, the weather cleared,
and the symposium participants left the
clubhouse and moved to the dressage arena
to work with the demonstration riders. General Kurt Albrix.ht (the past director of the
Spanish Riding School) had been quoted In
the symposium flier. " A really competent
judge does not only observe and rruirk inaccuracies and irregularities; at precisely the
same time, he recognizes their underlying
causes." In this sympasium, panelists and
participants watched the demonstration riders best movemenis to get a clear picture of
"what an eight should look like." They aLso
noted problems, not so much for the purpose of scoring as for recognEzing and eliminating the underlying causes.
The demonstration rickrs were an accomplished group. Each was able to show
some or all of the M I level movements to a
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beautifully high standard. The group included Carole Hoffman on Rembrandt, Hilda

Gurney on Westerlan4 Lavinia, and Willie
the Great, Kathleen Raine on Amoteur,
Charlotte Bredahl on Monsieur, Jill Dux.
bury on Godin, Mary Hampton on Domonick Susan Derr Drake on Partnenio, and
Karen Drown on Zenith.
After 'viewing each show movement, paneitsts recommended modified exercises for
scfaxiling• Knoplhart observed that there is
a tendency in the United States to be too
oriented toward the show movements. The
panelists emphasized that we will not improve movements simply by repetition. Instead of extending the trot across the full
diagonal, for example, Politz encouraged
riders to school extended trot in short sections interspersed with half-halts and collection t o improve engagement and thus
impulsion. Kierkegaard remarked that "passagy" steps—not to be confused with cadence—arc a serious fault, as they indicate
tension in the back. Knopflurt offered a
deceptively simple exercise on small squares
or "square circles" to improve throughness
and response to the inside and outside aids
in bending. After this exercise, the shoulderin and extended trot improved dramatically.
Kierkegaard commented that whcn
judging in the United States he is disturbed
by how many FEZ level riders allow the reins
to get too long and seem reluctant to shorten
them. Knopfhart offered that in contrast,
European riders arc constantly adjusting
their reins to the optimum length. Riders
need firmer contact and a longer rein for a
more extended frame and a shorter rein for
a tactful contact in a more elevated or collected frame. uA longer rein," Politz warned,
"enoau rages riclers to draw their hands back
towards their laps as the horse collects and
shortens his frame, making the contact awkward and too strong."
In further response to the long rein problem, Kierkegaard prompted both Politz and
k'noplhart to discuss the "three-in-one" arrangement for heeding the reins. Jill Duxbury demonstrated this method (see Fig. I),
showing lateral work, flying changes, and
pirouettes in both directions. 'lb ride "threein-one," the hands have to be very still and
relatively light. The left hand holds three
reins and is held centrally above the withers.
The right hand holds the right snaffle rein in
front of the right hip. The right hand must
shorten the reins in the left as necessary to
maintain an appropriate length and even

Fig I -Correct 14ay of ;gilding the reins of the
double bridle (from the top down: right snaf-

fle rein,- right curb rein- left snaffle rein- left
curb rein).

contact. Knopfhart also related that this arrangement originated from military riding
wherein the right hand had to be easily and
quickly freed in order to use the sabre, and
this arrangement is still preferred at the
Spanish Riding School.
Later, the panelists introduced Karen
Drcmn to this method, which she utilized to
markedly improve the lightness and self-carnage in her canter pirouettes_ It 1A25 wonderful to see a modern competitive rider learn
and benefit from a classical technique seldom used in competition. The FEI rules do
in fact allow this arrangement of the reins in
competition.
"The three-in-one arrangement is also
very good," said Politz, "for a rider who is
learning with a school master. The rider cannot override with the hands so the horse's
self-carnage Is enhanced along with the rider's feel or tact."
Even in competition, Hermann Friedlaender suggested that there is a preoccupation with test movements and not enough
attention given to riding the horse. Riders
too often begin riding a movement precisely
where it is meant to be performed. The rules
state that the horse should "give the impression of doing of his own accord what is required of him," yet nders should not fail to
adequately prepare the horse for a movement for fear of the adjustment being visible. A judge, in fact, expects t o see
preparations. We must first half-halt for balance and attention. Second, we must prepare for the new move Ment. For a half-pass,
this would entail a stride of shoulder-fore to
position the shoulders in advance of the
haunches and engage the inside hind 'Men
half-pass. Only with thorough preparation
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Fig. 21 - Reach long side early and change
from counter canter to true canter at F.

Fig. 213 - Change lead on turn as reaching

Fig 2 C • Change lead while horse is still

long side at t

straight, before turn at

can movements be initiated correctly and
smoothly.
Both in the clubhouse and in the arena,
there i s a lot of discussion about the correct preparation for a canter pirouette.
Judges lamented that they sec pirouettes
approached from vinually a hall-pass or an
arcing line. Knoplhart said that "although
the pirouette is a haunches-in movement,
would have to deduct at least INVO points if
you ride haunches-in or a curved line to
pirouette. You cannot, however, do a piroucue which is correctly bent from a completely straight approach. You should approach
the pirouette in position, which is slight
shoulder-fore, so you are traveling in a
straight line with a bent horse." The most
important requirement of the pirouette is
that the canter be maintained, but Knopfhart added that the degree of collection will
be so great that the pirouette will be in a
"school canter" which is slightly four-beat..
Kierkegaard cautioned riders not to add to
the difficulty of this extreme collection by
bending the horse t130 much.
Dennis alallin had just returned from the
recent Klimke clinic in Florida. There, Klimke emphasized that for halts, as well as pirouettes, riders should collect the canter for
several strides until it is almost On the spot
before making the transistion. This transition should not only be schooled this way,
but also ridden this way in competition. The
canter to walk transition should also be

schooled this way, but, in contrast, should be
ridden in competition from a normal well
collected canter directly to walk_
In our continuing discussion of transitions, Potitz and Knopfhart agreed that ultimately the transition between passage and
'italic should be acute as well as smooth.
They should be schooled less acutely, the
_ o r e the ridpas-sage shortening gradually
arl
er enters Ogle and the pialle musing more
forward before the rider progresses to passage. traiopfhart and Pobtz recommended
that in the first season at Grand Prix these
transitions be ridden gradually in competition as well. This will help preserve the
horses rhythm and impulsion under stress
and ultimately produce a more brilliant
Grand Prix horse. This emphasis on riding
for the development of your horse rather
than for the immediate satisfaction of Impressing the judge was a constant theme
during the symposium. However, a judge is
charged aith judging what he sees rather
than what might develop next season. Accordingly, trainers and riders must make a
careful decision when their horse is honestly
ready for each level of competition.
Knopfhart cautioned against riding flying
changes exactly at the letter to appease the
judge's desire for accuracy when doing so
%amid require crooked changes. The fbing
change of lead after an extended or medium
canter on the diagonal, be explained, can be
ridden in three different ways (see Fig. 2).

Professor Knopfhart told us that option
2(a) is an error of oaurse as the test does not
call for counter canter. Option 2(b), though
"accurate," is not a good one because we
should not be riding changes on turns, He
found option 2(c) the best. Although it does
not place the change precisely at F, it preserves the principle of dressage in which changes should be ridden straight, and should be
accepted and rewarded by judges. k'terkegaard, who had raised the issue of where to
ride this change, corroborated that Niggli
and the other panelists at the Mexico City
FIF.1 Judges Forum agreed upon this placement. Even if not rewarded by a particular
judge, it preserves the straightness of your
horsea changes which is the more lasting
reward.
Kierkesaard pointed out that a compromise in collection to improve the tempi
changes is written right into the F S rules:
"In order not to restrict or restrain the lightness and fluency of the flying changes of lead
in series, the degree of collection should be
slightly less than otherwise at collected canter." Unfortunately, many riders and, inexcusably, a few judges seem to have missed
this part of the rules. 'Me straightness as well
as the expressiveness of the tempt changes
are often greatly improved by riding the
changes more forward. Avery supple horse,
added Politz, needs much quieter aids to
remain straight in his changes.
I flab Gurney asked the. participants and
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Fig. 3A - Allowing a horse to go crooked in
the Priv St. Georges change of rein at counter
canter will cost at least two points.

Fig. 3B - All loops larger than 10 meters are
not perpendicular to the cemerline. This is not
aesthetically pleasing.

panelists for opinions on various compromises of the ideal in the canter serpentines.
She demonstrated the ideal as well as the
compromised figures_ As a judge, she asked
for suggestions on how to SCUT such compromises, and, as a competitor, suggestions
on which compromises should or shouldn't
be made "in ordcr not to restrict or restrain
the fluency" of the horse's efforts.
Knopfhart said he would take off at least
two points for letting the horse go crooked
in the Prix St. Georges change of rein to
counter earner (Fig. 3a) because doing so
was against the principle of straightness and
reduced the difficulty dramatically. Crookedness in the Intermediate I serpentines
should be equally punished. Mary Grace
Davidson noted that, "Cutting back and
crossing the centerline at an angle is not
aesthetically pleasing," though it doesn't require a crooked horse (lig. 3b). While scribing a t i n t e r n a t i o n a l championship
competitions, she noticed that nearly all of
the top riders varied the size of thc loops to
allow a slightly larger loop for the counter
canter while still crossing perpendicular to
the centerline (1-18. 3c). She never knew any

!judges to mark down or even comment on
this compromise. Gurney was pleased with
these responses, saying, "Thank you. That's
the answer I've been looking for for years!"
Indeed, all who attended benefited tremendously from this meeting of minds. Trip
Harding said, "I have been attending seminars, forums, fairs, and rallies for over 30
years, and I doubt that I have ever learned
from any one of them as much as I did from
this event. I want to know when another of
these symposiums is going lobe scheduled."
Plans are already in the works for another
PEI level symposium in 1991, to be held at
Flintridge in conjunction with the C D I - W
Show, "Dressage Under the Oaks."
Michael Kierkegaard introduced the
symposium with the statement that dressage
is a lonely, isolated endeavor One person,
one horse, working alone in a flat rectangle_
It was the hope of the people running the
symposium and those joining it that we
might come together to share, teach, and
support one another. It is a long road that
seems to stretch as infinitely ahead of those
passaging down the centerline at Grand Prix
as it does for those trotting down the center-
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Fig. 3C - While perpendkular to the centerline, the counter canter loops are larger than
10 meters, while the canter loops are smaller.
Pt

line at First Level.
PraeSSOI Knoplhart told me the following story:
One of my teachers used to line up new
apprentices on the centerline on the first day
of their apprenticeship. He would say, "First
I will teach you the most important thing you
will need to know throughout your careers
as a professional: turn your head left, turn
your head right, turn your head left, turn
your head right..." And his apprentices
would continue to do as he said until they
became uneasy and one would say, "What is
this for?" The teacher would then look him
steadily in the eye with the slightest twitch of
humor and say, "Throughout your career as
a professional, when someone asks you if
you know how to ride a horse, this is what
you do."
Al the heart of this anecdote is humility.
As suggested in a fable which Mr. HugoVidal read at the beginning of the Symposium, we should know what we know, and
also know what we don't know, and take
respoasibility for it. Perhaps because one
knows something, one also realizes that one
does not know everything, and never will.
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In symposiums, forums, instructor workshops, and perhaps some day courses at a
national center for dressage, we may share
and multiply our collective knowledge for
the good of our sport, ourselves, and our
horses.41

In the ntra installment of dsis article, the
author will detail the lectures, demonstra•
nom, and discussions of advanced lateral
work, bvork in hand, and pialle and passage
Rurk under saddle which took place at the
symposium,some of whichbimscontroversia4
and all of which%us highly educational.

J. Michael Klerkegaard:
Some Afterthoughts and Points for
Clarification
As a person who initiated the symposium for
FEE level riders, trainers, and judges, I
would like t o make several follow-up
remarks and observations about the meeting at Flintridge.
I. Brian Boilands figu re skating was presented to the symposium during the opening
remarks in order to demonstrate by analogy
(as it a ppare nt ly did) that technical virtuosity
taken to the level of artistry is instantaneously and instinctively recognized even by inexperienced and unbiased observers, such as
dressage people watching figure skating. Remarks from the group watching included:
beautiful, athletic, graceful, artistic, seemingly effortleas, though obviously difficult.
By analogy, the well-trained dressage horse
must also appear to do of his cram accord
what is required of him. Nonetheless, the
comparison to skating, performed by one
two-legged human being is, of course, limited. The additional difficulties of developing
artistic harmony between a rider and a fourlegged horse were duly noted. In dressage,
not only experience, but talent, feel, and
rider tact (things which cannot be taught,
only explained) must also enter the picture.
2. Certain movements performed by Nicole Uphoff on her horse Rembrandt (FRG)
were considered before the group was actually told who this equipage was. (Some of
them had never personally seen the horse
perform.) It was interesting to note the rationalization which took place, especially by
those who felt compelled to defend certain
movements, when the panelists and participants knew, or learned, Whom they were
watching. It should, nevertheless, be sug-

gested about Rembrandt that "Er tar= nut
auf den FuBspitzen" (he dances only on the
hoof tips) in the plane. In addition, the walk
Is deserving of no more than a 6 (satisfactory), among other things, because there arc
other horses who show the required overstride in the extended walk. Upon further
consideration it is also inappropriate toposnue that a "perfectly regular pace-like walk
showing great le ngt h of stride," which is fundamentally insufficient, might receive a better score than a four-beat, regular, energetic
walk which does not show much overa ride.
I feel it is unfortunate to even compare
Rembrandt's walk to such a walk, which, of
course, was never intended in the first place.
To posture such an extreme comparison, in
my opinion, is inappropriate.
Technically, it is also subject t o discussion
whether within the two-beats of a lateral
walk, one can talk about overstride, since,
within such Separate sequence ( o r Bove.

gungsablauj) the footfall of each respective
side of the horse occurs at the same moment
or beat. That is to say, the foot fall of the hind
foot on each side will remain constantly equidistant from the footfall of the forefoot on
the same side, and occur simultaneously,
which is precisely why such a walk is lateral,
and, therefore, incorrect. In contrast, during
the four-beat sequence (or Bewegungsahlauflor a correct walk ((or example, first left
forefoot; second, right hind foot; third, right
forefoot; fourth, left hind foot), it is, for
example, when the left hind foot hits the
ground that the degree of overstride is measured. It is within the lapse of each four-beat
sequence that the overstep of the hind foot
over the forefoot print will be determined,
and not during the following four-beat sequence. Indeed, it may be said that it is
precisely because the horse does not overstride within each two-beat sequence of thc
lateral walk that the horse is lateral, and,
therefore, incorrect in his walk. As a matter
of fact, a horse with significant natural overstride (in a four-beat walk) may become
lateral if great care and caution are not exercised in collecting such a horse's walk. This
may also suggest that the leas natural overstride a horse shows, the more two-beat
(contracted and same footfall on each side)
and, therefore, incorrect his walk may either
(already) be, or may tend to become. The
degree of tension or relaxation of the horse
(and rider) will, of course, also affect the
rhythm of the walk, that is, whether the
horse becomes hurried, and/or lateral. For
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the most part the horse is best left alone at
the yeah:, without too much Neocatipation
with the degree of collection. As the horse
becomes more agile, and stronger, his walk
should improve naturally. Otherwise, the
training has been too hurried, forced, or
incorrect.
3. It is dangerous to tatk about "school
canter," or slightly four-beat canter, before
and during transitions from the canter to
walk or halt, or before or during pirouettes.
Before such transitions or pirouettes, there
should be half-halts and more engagement
in preparation. But the great masters of riding are able to keep the true, three-beat
canter no matter what they are doing. Gunnar Andersen could keep Chigiaell in a clear
three-beat canter during double pirouettes
around the circumference of a handkerchief
dropped on the ground. Compare also Owe
Sauer on Montevideo in the video "Die klas.
sische Reitkunst" with the video "International Dressage Grand Prix', commented by
Dr. Edgar Holz, which shows Otto Hofer
doing pirouettes with APuliamo. In the former, the three-beat canter (one-two-three,
one-two-three) is preserved, while in the Latter it is not (one-two-three-four, one-twothree-four). Incidentally, Uwe Sauer was
also able to ride collected, bul still supple
and three-beat hatf-pass, something which is
seldom observed by judges salting at Eta B.
Many, even well-known, horses lose rhythm
and appear almost to be crawling during the
canter zigzag. As a matter of fact, one is
somewhat dismayed by video of the Spanish
Riding School which often shows a clearly
four-beat Canter at the pirouettes. This error

will creep into the movement(s) because the
proper degree of impulsion has not been
carefully developed and sustained during
the horse's training. Collection must originate in a lively and well-sustained impulsion.
The canter gait should be pure.
4- While there may bc discussions about
what younger and older judges really do, a
judge must always remain a purist. Riders
and trainers must also be purists. What is
incorrectly or classically performed is the
important thing. Otherwise, the real experts
will say: "The horse does many things, but it
is not correct,' Otherwise, too, the classical
an of dressage will be lost. The art will be
denigrated. Indeed, the F E I itself was
formed to "protect the art Of dressage from
abuses to which it may be exposed." According, an occasional lower score, with appropriate reasoning, will hopefully help to
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keep this principle alive. Judging is not always a popularity contest, although, if the
truth be acknowledged, certainly judges like
lobe popular, and, therefore, being human,
arc somewhat political.
5. The building blocks, also known as the
pyramid or scales of dressage, consist of the
following: rhythm (Rik), that is three-beat
canter, two-beat trot, four-beat walk; suppleness (Losgelassenheit), that is, lateral
flexibility and longitudinal balance; contact
with the bit (Anlehnung) and a connection
through the neck and Ova the horse's back;
Schwung, that is elastic lifting and placing of
the hocks and quarters; straightness (Geratiericluen). and collection (Versamothing).
Without these elements being properly developed and sustained in the horse, there can
be no real dressage, but only tricks, performed haphamrdly without genuine style
or grace. Such concepts can never be repeated too often. They should be demonstrated throughout the riding and training
that we see. Indeed. they are at6Olutety fundamental to classical dressage riding.
Finally, in a letter to the editor in the
March issue of DRESSAGE & CT, Kamila
du Pont expressed a sentiment which I would
like to share: "We Americans need to 'push
the edge of the envelope' in our grasp of the
requirements of dressage and to help each
other to remain committed to perfection."
Indeed, this was the sole motivation which
prompted us to hold symposiums at Palm
Beach, and at Hintridge in the first place. I
J. Michael Kierktgaard, a practicing agoniey
by vocation, and an FEY kvel rider, as well as
an 2111SA 7 ' dressage judge and FEL (candidate) judge in the discipline of dressage
resides in the York Pennsylvania. area.
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AND THE ARM BONES SCON EC TED
TO THE SHOULDER BONE
You met me many years ago; I have
retired from judging after 10 years in England and 27 in the US. I am naturally interested in your articles.
De Kuriffy's "Hands, Arms, and Lags"
interested me, but I was surprised he didn't
mention the shoulders, which our arms arc
attached to it is neccssary to keep our shoulders parallel with the horse's_ Many novice
riders have stiff shoulders, which doesn't
help the hands. A great instructor I used to
go to said "Pamela, remember your hands
start in your shoulders,' not in stiff arms. I
found this very helpful, as did my students.
I hope de Kunffy gives a picture of proper
leg position. In Dr. Klimke's films, the stirrup is on the ball of the foot, but the foot is
parallel to the ground, unlike de Kunfify's
Fig. 7 Good leg position in all the gaits, as
well as in piaffe and pasaige, would be very
educational.
US students are often made to ride with
a very long stirrup, forcing their toes down
to keep contact with it this is not good. I
have often taken clinics with students who
start with stirrups Like this; when I correct it,
they begin to feel the use of their kg.
I do enjoy your DRESSAGE & CT.
P a m e l a FilZWilliallIS

Langmoo4
WE WANT VAS KOI
I enjoy your magazine but would like to
see more articles by Dr. Vasko. The last
one, in March, was very good. I l e shows
good common and medical sense on hock
injuries. Too many farms want a "quick fix",
and may urge their vets to use injections and
too much medication when rest and light
exercise will usually bring a horse back to
normal in time. I feel that this way the horse
will come back as well as before the injury.
Please, more articles from Dr. Vasko.
Sarah IL Tripcmier
Cambridge Springs, PA
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Do you have a commen4 criticism. or COMplinwng about something you haw read in
DRESSAGE & C l ? Send p u r opinion to

1_,Ctiet4 DRESSAGE ti CT, P.O. Bar 12130,
Oevelanci, OH 44112 All letters become the
property of DRESSAGE & CT and are subject
La editing. We cannot publish letters that do
not include name, address, and phone number for verification

